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The Mill Hosts Artist Jessica Ginsberg Mock Trial Team Keeps
Succeeding in Competition
VERITY SAYLES '11
ARTS WRITER

On Friday night the Mill
Gallery once again opened its
doors
to
the
Trinity
Community and hosted a
reception
for
Jessica
Ginsberg's solo art show,
"Perfect Internal Disorder."
Monochromatic, but far from
dull, this aptly titled exhibit
toys with inked dichotomies
and strikes a balance between
the intricate and the unruly.
The event was co-curated by
Alex Meredith '11 and Kai

Paine '11 with assistance from
the gallery committee, and
offered a wide variety of
refresh ments for its gu ests.
Andrew McGarrah '14 drew a
large crowd of listeners with
t h e his liquid voice and
acoustic guitar played a la the
3-Js
(Joh n
Mayer/Jack
Joh nson/Jason Mrza .) Well
atte n de d , organized, a n d
entertaining, gallery exhibitions at t h e Mill continue to
offer opportunities for stu dents to enjoy t h e arts in a
professional, yet accessible,

way.
Ginsberg predominantly
u ses India ink on paper, yet
h er ability to create a wide
variance of textu res and
moods speaks to a refined
artistic in t u ition . As on e
walks throu gh the Mill
Gallery t h ey are exposed to a
gradient, or as Ginsberg aims
to ach ieve "a balance," of precision and inhibition . Th e first
paintings I saw reminded me
of mountains made of scallop
shells, faintly grey and subtle
see JESSICA on page 12

GREG LEITAO '12
NEWS EDITOR

After last year's unanticipated season of victories,
Trinity's Mock Trial team is
h aving an even more successful
fourth year of competition. This
month t he team competed in
t he regional tournament, hosted by Boston University at t he
Suffolk County Courthouse on
Feb. 4, 5, a nd 6. Th ey now h ave
received a bid to continue to the
next round of competition.
Founded by Co-Presidents
Zach ary Green '11 and Michael
Galligan '11, the Mock Trial
team is part of the American
Mock
Trial
Association
(AMTA), established in 1985 by
Dean Richard Calkins of Drake
Law School. Over 400 schools
and universities under this
association receive a case packet in early September detailing
a fictional crime, which they
then spend five months preparing to litigate at the competition. Students take on roles as

witnesses and attorneys, and
practice arguing both sides of
th e case. Trinity's Mock Trial
team is led by Green and
Galligan,
alon gside
Vice President Steph en Gruendel
'11 a n d Treasurer Leslie
Ahlstrand '12.
The Mock Trial team began
the year with half of its members new to the competition;
t he other h alf were returning
members.
In competition the team is
split into two teams. At this
month's tournament Team A
was made up pf Green,
Galligan, Gruendel, Ahlstrand,
Zoe Bartholomay '12, Andres
Delgadillo '13, and James
Geisler '14. Team B was comprised of Panida Pollawit '12,
Jack Nettleton '13, Andrew
McCarthy '13, Mary Sullivan
'13, Jhon Pacheco '14, Remi
Evans '11, Nicolette Chasse '14,
Kevin Saez '14, and Arthur

\
see TRINITY on page 7

Assistant Professors to Conn. is Site of Dinosaur Discoveries
be Promoted in March
which argues that the mass
extinction that took place
"What can the rocks of the between the Triassic and
(American) Southwest tell us Jurassic boundary is what
about dinosaur tracks in CT?" allowed dinosaurs to evolve
With t hat question Linda into larger and more complex
Hurley, an environmental sci- creatures. But this theory has
ence Ann Plato fellowship can- always been surrounded by a
didate , dove right into her high level of controversy.
This is because the theory is
research
concerning
the
Triassic-Jurassic
boundary based almost entirely on data
with the startling conclusion collection from the sea floor
that the mass extinction which through the analysis of marine
took place between the Triassic fossils, such as the shells of
and Jurassic periods was, con- ammonites (which are an
trary to previous thought, not extinct species of mollusk).
necessary for the evolution of However, while the TriassicJurassic boundary is clearly
dinosaurs.
Hurley's conclusion contra- shown through marine evidicts the traditional theory, dence, the boundary is less
ERICA BERT OLI '14

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Vogt.
Fisher, who began her
Four Associate professors career at Trinity College in
at Trinity will officially 1994, specializes in "Chaucer,
fourteenth
century
become full professors during late
the March 2011 meeting of the English
Literature ,
and
Academic Affairs Committee medieval women writers." She
of
the
Trustees.
The has published many books and
Appointments and Promotions has translated the Canterbury
Committee (A&P), and Dean Tales in her newest book "The
of Faculty and Vice President Selected Canterbury Tales: A
for Academic Affairs Rena New Verse Translation" which
Fraden, in an e-mail sent to will be published in April
the Trinity Community on 2011.
"I am really proud to be a
Tuesday,
February
8,
announced that Associate member of this faculty and
Academic Dean and Associate this college, and it's a real
Professor
of
Chemistry privilege to have one's work
Thomas Mitzel, Associate recognized through this proProfessor of Psychology and motion," Fisher said.
Mitzel, who began teaching
Neuroscience Sarah Raskin,
and Associate Professor of at Trinity in 1996, graduated
Music Gail Woldu will all be
promoted to full professorships.
The promotions will be
effective in July of 2011, said
the A&P Committee, whose
memb ers include Fraden,
Professor
of
Chemistry
Richard Prigodich, Jame s J .
Goodwin Professor of English
Milla Riggio , Professor of
Mathe matics Melanie Stein,
Professor of Economics and
International Studies James
Wen,
and
A&P
Chair Prof. Woldu is promoted to full professor
Professor of Philosophy Erik
see PROFESSORS on page 8
ALLISON PICKENS '12
l\L\NAGING E DITOR

clear on land. As a result, scientists have never been able to
definitely define and place the
Triassic-Jurassic boundary in
terrestrial strata.
Led by the idea that by comparing the magnetic record of
terrestrial and marine rocks we
can then use that data to place
the Triassic-Jurassic boundary
in terrestrial strata, Hurley set
out to clear up the "grey area"
concerning
the
boundary
between the Triassic-Jurassic
periods through the analysis of
terrestrial data. The JurassicTriassic boundary has tradi·
tionally been loosely established
see HURLEY'S on page 10
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Tripod Editorial
Ninna Pleads for the Cause of NPR
When my friends play
"remember when" and talk about
cherished Nickelodeon shows
like "Rugrats" or "Legends of the
Hidden Temple," I can only sit
quietly, or counter with my own
memories of "Bill Nye the
Science
Guy,"
"Reading
Rainbow," or my favorite,
"Wishbone." 'Why,' you ask?
Because I, as a small child, had
no cable TV In fact, we didn't
have anything other than the
three basic channels designated
for the sorriest of Americans who
would really prefer to watch static instead of anything else. I can
remember nights of agony, pleading with my parents-dearly the
worst human beings to exist
other than Charlie Sheen-to no
avail. To this day, there are only
two channels available on the TV
at my mom's house.
Today I'm thrilled that I was
denied the privilege. Not only
does a comprehensive knowledge
of PBS shows give me a kind of
nerdy-chic glow, but I'm sure
that only having access to these
programs as a youngster contributed to my manic bibliophilism and added a few points
to my IQ. My love of public
broadcasting continues to this
day, and I have several gigabytes
of the "Wait Wait... Don't Tell
Me!" and "Car Talk" podcasts on
my computer. I want Carl
Kasell's voice on my answering
machine more than I can express
without sounding silly.
Recently,
the
House

I

Appropriations
Committee an aggrandized gesture than an
released its budget for the rem- actual attempt to solve the
nant of the 2011 fiscal year. It deficit dilemma. Programs such
includes massive cutbacks in as AmeriCorps, and various famresources for a variety of pro- ily-planning funds-other organgrams, including completely cut- izations the committee targeted
ting funding to the Corporation to zero out-are such small
for Public Broadcasting (CPB). expenditures that cutting their
What does this mean? If the funding won't even begin to
budget passes, it would mean no make a dent in the yawning void
more money for PBS or NPR, of the budget crisis. That these
which would mean no more drastic cuts were even proposed
"Wishbone" or "Sesame Street." in the budget is an indication of
Currently, CPB gets about 15 the danger which such societal
percent of its finding from the institutions should be aware,
government. This decision is not and should arm themselves
surprising; for years Republicans against such fiscal hazards.
have maintained that the service
Our job? I call to the Trinity
functions as a liberal platform, student body: a group of young,
an issue that reached its zenith smart, and socially aware people
of media attention when NPR (no pressure or anything), who
chose to fire commentator Juan still retain the privilege of being
Williams for comments about able to reap the benefits of these
being anxious around people in threatened organizations. The
airports wearing Muslim garb.
next generation might not be so
Luckily for me (and every- lucky. I believe it is our responsibody else in America), this bill bility to help bolster services
has created a huge outcry. Since such as NPR by donating time
last Friday, over 400,000 people and money, so that they have
have signed a petition opposing support from the public that they
the motion, largely due to the serve, just in case the worst hapefforts of MoveOn.org, a political pens. Our generation has too
organization with a progressive often been accused of apathy; I
agenda. It now seems fairly cer propose that saving Big Bird is
tain that the Republican Party an excellent and very feasible
will not succeed in slashing fund- way to repudiate this .label.
ing for CPB in 2011.
I suppose I should be comWhile I'm thrilled that the pletely honest in saying that I
attempt was thwarted this time, propose this call to arms at least
this bill should serve as a red flag until I get Kasell on my answer
to all small, federally funded ing machine. Once that happens,
organizations. What the commit- you're on your own NPR.
-NGD
tee produced seems to be more of

I

Letter to the Editor

There is something unique
about living through such a
historical moment that comes
along only once in a lifetime,
if ever. A moment that is indescribable. A moment of euphoria that you want to capture,
freeze and keep with you forever. Th e culmination of
events in Cairo led exactly to
that moment. After 18 days of
brave protests, sacrifice, and
patriotism, the Egyptian people brought down the symbolic icon of a brutal regime that
ruled their country for 30
years.
On Feb. 11, 2011 , around 5
p.m. Cairo time , the rule of
Mohamed Hosni Mubarak
came to an end. Egypt erupted and this time, it erupted in
joy. Egyptians began to celebrate a well-deserved victory;
one they themselves had
orchestrated. The night was
long, filled with hugs, kisses,
genuine patriotism and pride.
Egyptians from all walks of
life gathered in Midan Tahrir,
or
"Liberation
Square."
Others
gathered
in
Alexandria, Suez and many
other parts of the country.
The streets were filled
with men, women and children, young and old, rich and
poor - all out to celebrate a
moment they never thought
rtpo

they
would
experience. they often do. Most of these
Having been in Egypt a year journalists lacked the cultural
ago when they celebrated a context and understanding to
less important victory- the accurately portray the aspiraAfrica cup - I know words tions of the protesters.
cannot describe the mood in
While young Egyptians
Cairo.
were risking their lives in the
We all saw the images hopes that those who came
coming out of Midan Tahrir. It after them would lead better
was truly a people's move - lives, many reporters focused
ment. Rather than the usual on the effects of the "chaos" on
jam-packed traffic that Cairo the price of oil. They sought
is infamous for, there were the "next leader of Egypt" and
over a million people march- clung to familiar faces , such
ing in the streets and chanti- as that of El Baradei. Others
ng hooraya, hooraya - free- questioned the role of the
dom, freedom. They camped Muslim Brotherhood in the
out for nights, fought back uprising.
government thugs that tried
For the young Egyptians
to silence their voices, and that lived in fear of a brutal
came together, chanting and police force , those who were
dancing in the streets, calling left out of any economic gains
for change. They linked arms in a corrupt bureaucracy, or
to protect the Egyptian muse- the many that lost their re la um as looters tried to destroy tives at the hands of governit. Coptic Egyptians formed a ment thugs , their focus was
circle protecting their Muslim on the struggle for freedom
brothers and sisters as they from Mubarak's dictatorship .
prayed jummah. Egyptians Their gathering in Midan
were determined to stay as Tahrir was an attempt to
long as it took to remove a change the course of their hisbrutal dictator that many of tory in hopes of a brighter
them had known their entire future .
life as the leader of Egypt.
It would be na!ve to think
The events in Cairo were the departure of Mubarak
moving rapidly and the main- would solve all the problems
stream Western media immediately parachuted their correspondents to the scene, as
see IBRAHIM on page 5
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Moniz Sees a Future for Printed News The Culture of Apology:
~~t::!~~0~!~~::~e~::~: ~! Sorry That I'm
. Not Sorry

There's no Internet connection
needed or no loading required.
It's just all there.
There's a postcard I have
On the weekdays, it's my
somewhere that I got from the impetus to get up and take on
JFK Presidential Library in the day, a reminder that I'm
Boston. It's a picture of part of the global conversation.
President Kennedy relaxing on It's easy to get closed off from
the presidential yacht Honey the rest of the world on a small
Fitz off the coast of Hyannis college campus, but with the
Port. He's got a pair of tortoise· paper in my bag I am constantshell Wayfarers on his head, a ly reminded of everything else
cigar in his mouth, and a copy going on outside these 100
of The New York Times in acres.
hand. This image, to me, is the
It's also my snap back to
essence of 1960s cool.
reality after a long night out.
But beside its leisurely but With my shirt wrinkled and
smart sophistication, the pie· hair messier than Nick Nolte's,
ture honors a greater relation· I glance out at a peaceful,
ship that we ought to continue recovering Long Walk, pick up
to have - one with the hard the weekend edition of The
copy, hold-in-your-hand daily Wall Street Journal, and then
newspaper.
the natural rhythm and
If modernity continues on responsibilities of daytime
its current trajectory, then the come rushing back.
copy of The Times may be
It's easy to romanticize
replaced with a Kindle. That something, especially when
would not be worthy of a post· nostalgia skews one's interpre·
card.
tation. The ink is dirty, the
The images of the paper and paper is loud, and it is really
American life are many; the hard to get that aligned fold
young newsie hawking the lat· down. To me, though, the awkest story to passing commuters, ward elements are the most
the paperboy throwing the appealing.
Sunday edition onto the suburBut the paper needs to stay
ban driveway while the house- around for more reasons than
hold still sleeps, and the fully just its cultural, aesthetic, and
read, digested paper wrinkled historical appeal. In order to
and sprawled out across the continue the type of writing
kitchen table.
and journalism that actually
The newspaper is a con - makes people want to pick up
stant companion in a way that the paper, we must continue to
a laptop or e-~eader can't be. fund it. And the reality of the
GREG MONIZ '11

0

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

the subscriptions and ad revenue of print.
There's something called
the 10% conundrum that has
confounded ad execs and journalists alike. In 2007, media
blog Publishing 2.0 released a
study that examined the print
and audience numbers of The
New York Times and its website against the ad revenue of
both. They found that while
print circulation accounted for
about 10% of the Times audience, print ad revenue was
about 90% of all revenue. "The
economics are nearly the per
feet inverse of what they should
be," wrote editor Scott Karp.
Of course, there is the call
for overhauling the ad structure. New media types want
the industry to adapt itself to
the changes. But that is easier
said than done when there is no
easy
middle
transitional
ground. How awful will it be if
great and respected institutions have to fold because
everything around them is
changing faster than they can?
Let's keep print alive. Then
maybe a generation or two
from now a 6th grader on a
school field trip to Barack
Obama's Presidential Library
can pick up a postcard of him
walking on a beach in Hawaii,
Malia and Sasha tagging
behind, and a eopy of the daily
paper under his arm.

Catch Eckenthal and Others on WRTC
LUC RIOUAL '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I would like to respond
briefly to an article by Sarah
Quirk '11 in a previous issue
regarding the loud music in
Peter B's. My issue is not with
Sarah's feelings on the music
levels, as I never do homework
there (certain things are better
done under the guise of some
sort of privacy: studying, reading Cosmo, masturbating to
former Sports Illustrated
swimsuit models on physical
fitness infomercials when you
can't sleep). What I take issue
with is an argument made near
the end of the article wherein
Sarah states that if one wishes
to "force [their] musical taste
upon the student body, maybe
you should have gotten a job at
WRTC (our radio station)."
For those of you who are
still unaware, Trinity College
has a student-run non·com·
mercial radio station that operates on 89.3 FM. Comprised of
(a dwindling number of'.) students and (a large number of'.)
community members as well as
some alumni, it is one of the
oldest running student organi·
zations, broadcasting for over
60 years now.
I think it's fairly safe to say
that a majority of students are

unaware that we have a radio
station. The rest probably
haven't listened to it. Now, this
is not necessarily a critique of
the student body and its potential lack of interest in music
and the radio. Having been
involved at the station for the
majority of my time at Trinity,
I'm aware of the fact that we
aren't on top of promoting our
selves, and when students are
aware of the station, there's
the chance that they aren't
interested in what's being
played.
For something like WRTC
to be a viable commodity to the
school, it needs to have students broadcasting. The likelihood of students listening and
caring about the station
increases as people they know
are on air. At this point, there
are around eight students who
go on air once every week or
every other week. There are
also a number of students (like
myself) who run the station but
are not on air to allow time for
new members. If you are the
least bit interested, I encourage you to get in contact with
me or anyone else at the station.
College radio is an important thing in the world we live
in-a world where 50-year-old
men engineer the next "great"

pop-star to make them mil·
lions. Can't forget about the
people like Scotty Eckenthal
who sing in stairwells at 12:53
a.m. (thankfully no John
Mayer songs this year) and will
never make a living off their
music. Not to say anything
about Scotty, but you know
what I'm getting at. Scotty has
a radio show Monday mornings
at 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. Call
860-297-2450 to request songs
or chat or simply harass him.
In other news, WRTC has
two confirmed shows coming
up at The Mill. They will not be
your typical "Mill Show," if you
will. Slightly licentious flyers
will start circulating in the
near future. In the meantime,
here is the information:
Saturday Feb. 26 - FREE @
6:30 p.m. - Pissed Jeans (Sub
Pop), Hostage Calm (Euro Tour
Kick-off), End of a Year
(Upstate
NY),
Give
(Baltimore), Cold Snap (CT),
SOFX (CT) Thursday April 28 $5 - Cold Cave (Matador
Records) and more TBA.
Thank you Sarah for allowing me to bring this to the
attention of whoever might
read it. You're welcome to come
over to my room and study any·
time-no espresso machines or
Ke$ha!
www.wrtcfm.com 89.3FM

SOPHIE GOLDSMITH '13
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Dear Trinity College Students,
I sit here writing this to you
all at roughly 11 a.m. on a
Sunday morning while many of
you are sound asleep (code for
passed out), walking back to
your dorm rooms still in your
Saturday night garb, or perhaps
trying to piece your night together text by grammatically incor
rect text. After severe deliberation and a minor analysis of my
Saturday nights spent at Trinity
College, all that I can muster up
to say is: Oy vey! This past hour
of traveling down a memory lane
filled with North Campus
shenanigans, Mather brunches,
and dirty but intoxicating fraternity basements has left me confused and, for lack of a better
word, astonished. I'm not even
going to delve into the possible
opinions our parents would have
regarding
our
weekend
debauchery; that would be too
painful and time-consuming.
My quandaries aren't how
low can a Trin Girl go (which
apparently is VERY low as evident from any late night ren·
dezvous) or how many "biddies"
a gentleman caller can "slay" in
one evening (if you're curious,
the answer would be a lot), but
rather what the hell has happened to the idea of being sorry
on this campus? The phrase
"I'm sorry'' is thrown around
more than the Trinity Exchange
and campus parking restrictions
are ignored. Needless to say,
that's an extraordinary amount!
Has it lost all meaning? Have we
all turned into pseudo-Lindsay
Lohans, Tiger Woods, and Eliot
Spitzers? Are we people that
continuously cross the line but
never have to answer to the consequences? As Urvashi Butalia,
a writer for BNET.com, once
wrote, "An apology is like a
smile, it's free, and it means
nothing," and I couldn't agree
more. It has transformed into a
colloquialism similar to the likes
of "dude" or "yd', something said
frequently, but for the most part
holds no importance.
On a recent Mather excur·
sion I was (rudely) listening to a
couple's quarrel regarding a

recent late-night indiscretion.
When the dramatics and the hesaid she-said are wiped away,
the basis of the story was one
we've all heard before: so-and-so
saw whomever dancing with
some random blonde in some
random basement.
I watched intently as the
individuals went through the
predictable motions. "It didn't
mean anything", to "How could
you do that in front of every·
one?" and finally 'Tm so sorry!"
At this junction, one of two
things can occur: either all can
be forgiven and they can trot
jubilantly to the ice cream bar as
if nothing had happened, or she
can continue to express distress
and contempt but eventually,
things return to the status quo
and the cycle is renewed. But
ladies, and even gentlemen, in
reality, how sorry was he (or in
some cases she) actually? Odds
are, not very. Which is completely fine, this is a judgement free
zone but it just reiterates the
power of an empty "I'm sorry."
In essence, this "Get out of
Jail Free Card" is all of our backup plans. We've applied it to a
diverse set of situations and scenarios. It's never our faults that
we got a bad grade, it was just
that the professor hated us or
was unfair. Or our weekend.
actions

are

never

at

fault

because we were "black-out" etc.
We unnecessarily lay blame on
others when in reality its our
faults for not being on top of
things. We need to stop blam·
ing it on the "a·a·a·a·a·alcohol .... on the Vodka," and "on the
Henny..." as Jaime Foxx recom·
mends, and take responsibility
for ourselves; mean it when we
apologize and follow through on ·
promises· made. Because let's be
honest,.Lindsay Lohan, Charlie
Sheen,~ o.i::. tlie numerous other
morally questionable celebrities
will eventually have to face real·
ity and so will we, so it's probably best if we start cushioning
that blow as soon as possible
because that wake up call will be
a million times worse than a 8
a.m. Friday class.
"Apologies" to those I may
have offended.
Sincerely,
Sophie Goldsmith

"' f just. tho·u ght yon wonld appr<"ria1·,.

tht~ '\W'1"d/lov1 ~ nu~ laphor. "

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and cb not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Tired of Bland Food? Spice
It Up with Dinosaur Sauce
J O SH GROWNEY '12
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Now that Valentine's Day
has come and passed and it's
clear that your love life isn't
getting any spicier, it's time to
think about you r food. As any
good Vernon Street resident
will tell you, there are only so
many times you can order
"The Smitty" or a "Buffalo
Chicken Wrap" before the
mere thought of one is nastier
than a frat basement floor.
Even if you stray away from
the path, ordering that
"Smitty" with chicken instead
of steak or the wrap with barbeque sauce just doesn't cut it.
After a quick trip to Whole
Foods over the weekend, the
solution finally hit me.
Instead of spending time and
gas driving off-campus for
every given meal, why not
work with the limited options
on campus and improvise?
While walking down the
sauce aisle, I noticed a familiar face among the organic
spreads: "Dinosaur Bar-B-Que
Sensuous Slathering Sauce". I
wondered, since when had my
favorite restaurant in my
obscure upstate New York
hometown shipped its sauce to
Connecticut? How long has it
been "organic" enough to pass
the Whole Foods test? Picking
up a bottle , l scoured the
ingredients

list

and

even

checked to make sure it was
the same Dinosaur I visit on a
bi-weekly basis. It was-score.
After bringing back a few bottles to campus with me, I
decided to test it out on a
Trinity classic: Th e Smitty
with chicken.

I decided the best approach
was to wear my Barbour with
large pockets to avoid any
jealous (or patronizing) stares
from my fellow Bistro diners,
concealing my secret weapon.
Forgoing any other sauces or
toppings, I cashed out and sat
down. Man vs. Food, Trincoll
edition.
Th e Dinosaur sauce trans forme d my bland , regular
sandwich into a work of art. I
started to wonder how many
staples in the Trin ity student's diet could be improved
upon
with
supplemental
sauces or seasonings. As a
h u ge fan of Plan B's "Disco
Fries," I soon determined that
carrying melted ch eese and
gravy into the Bistro would
not only look ridiculous, but
would also be impossible (even
with the Barbour). I settled to
try my hand at recreating the
"Truffle Fries" using my canister of truffle salt from West
Hartford Whole Foods. I
dashed them on my regular
fries , and once again succeeded in turning a basic meal into
a gourmet creation.
This technique quickly
gained admiration from my
dinner companions, and soon I
was invited to meals solely for
the use of the coveted truffle
salt. Regardless , sometimes
simple adjustments to run-ofthe-mill Chartwells meals can
h ave a profound effect on your
taste buds.
Dinosaur
Bar-B-Que
sauces can be found at Whole
Foods
or
online
at
www.dinosaurbarbeque.com,
starting at $3.50 a bottle or
$19 for a case . Many are
gluten-free and all-natural.

Do you not suck
at writing?

We'll be the judge.
Contact

lan.Brooks@trincoll.edu
or

Bomina.Kim@trincoll.edu
for more

information!
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He wasn't always a terrible lizard.

Infinite GDP Growth a Deadly Fallacy
IAN BROOKS '11
OPI IONS EDITOR

The size of our planet is constant, so the amount of
resources available to us is not
expanding. Wthough aliens
apparently abduct people, they
have yet to sign any trade agreements). It's no secret that the
earth has a carrying capacity.
Moreover, the economy is a subset of Earth. It exists within the
confines of a limited amount of
resources, and so its growth is
inherently limited. But whenever the economy starts to stagnate, policy makers rush to
reignite economic growth, ensuring that we continue to use up
resources at an increasing rate.
Democrats tend to use government spending as a stimulating
mechanism while Republicans
prefer tax cuts that jumpstart
the private sector, but the goal is
ultimately the same. Yet as long
as we are unwilling to integrate
the limits imposed on us by the
natural world into our macroeconomic models, we are marching
towards a cliff.
The economy cannot grow
forever. So why do economists
continue to advocate expansion
of the gross domestic product?
Why do they believe that we
should consume more each year
than we did the last? To justify
growth, economists tout job creation and higher standards of
living. Granted, these benefits
do exist in the short run, but
why do economists believe that
growth .can be sustained indefinitely? The answer, they say, lies
in human innovation. Nathan
Rosenberg, an emeritus professor of economics at Stanford
University, shows how important this concept has been for
economists: "It is taken as
axiomatic that innovative activity has been the single, most
important component of long
term economic growth." In other
words, economists say that we
should expand production indefinitely, and when Mother
Nature presents us with a challenge we will overcome it with

advances in technology.
resources is key to preserving
Currently, the best example our planet and our species.
of this arrogance comes with
So why don't most econorespect to the energy industry mists consider the implicit costs
Our staggering consumption of of natural resource consumpoil is based on this logic: "Yes, we tion? Admittedly, it is extremely
are burning through a finite difficult-perhaps even impossisupply of fossil fuels, but by the ble-- to calculate implicit costs;
time it's gone we will have har- we do not really know how
nessed the power of renewable future generations will value
energy." We are betting that the natural resources, and often
oil we are consuming is more times we do not have the scienvaluable to us now than it will tific capability to predict the ecobe in the future. If we win this logical effects of consuming
bet because we develop the them. But still, we have to try.
appropriate technology in time, If economists are unable to
then we profit. If not, the losses quantify implicit costs, they at
will be incredible. This type of least need to acknowledge their
gambling is not exclusive to the existence. This will be a step in
energy sector, however; every the right direction-a step away
industry that consumes non- from growth and towards susrenewable resources at an tainability.
Although the future looks
increasing rate is rolling the die.
Our growth-based economy dic- dim for ecological economics in
tates that we are perpetually much of the world (especially in
betting on technology to keep the United States), there is a
pace with consumption.
bright spot. According to New
But there is a way to hedge York Times columnist Thomas
these risky bets, ground our eco- Friedman, Costa Rica recently
nomic models in reality, and pro- "came to fully appreciate its
tect our planet. In economics, incredible bounty of biodiversithere are two types of costs: ty- and that its economic future
explicit and implicit. An explicit lay in protecting it. So it did
cost measures what is paid to something no country has ever
attain a resource while an done: It put energy, environimplicit cost measures what is ment, mines, and water all
sacrificed by not putting a under one minister." Of course, a
resource to a different use. But number of significant policies
when industries calculate natu- that protect the environment
ral resource costs, they look only have been enacted as a result of
at the explicit costs. For this unprecedented
move,
instance, when a logging firm including the imposition of "a
estimates that it can cut down tax on carbon emissions-3.5
an area of forest for, say, $100 percent of the market value of
per tree, it is only counting the fossil fuels-which goes into a
cost of the labor and machines national forest fund to pay
employed. The firm ignores the indigenous communities for provalue of each tree as an asset to tecting the forests around
the ecosystem and as an asset to them." Not surprisingly, when a
future generations. Thus, each country recognizes that the
tree is undervalued, and more health of its economy depends
trees are chopped down than is on the health of its natural
socially optimal. Economists resources, good things happen.
need to incorporate the implicit Costa Rica understands that
costs of using natural resources "green technology'' alone will not
into the macroeconomic models. save our planet and that ecoThis does not mean that we have nomic policy is an important
to stop consuming resources, but part of the equation. The rest of
we have to appraise them more the world would be wise to folappropriately. Properly assess- low Costa Rica's lead and avoid
mg the value of natural the precipice on the horizon.
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Ibrahim Diallo On Egypt:
A Letter to the Editor

rious lives, while those who
were not would be left to fend
for themselves in an environ that Egyptian society faces. ment where resources were
The reality is that Mubarak scarce.
Egypt is considered the
was merely a symbol of a
regime that was deeply heart of the Arab world. It is
entrenched in the political and the most populated Arab coun·
economic institutions of the try - the center of Arab poli ·
country. There are still many tics and Arab culture. What
elements of the regime that happens in Egypt has implications that are immeasurable in
are not going anywhere.
The Egyptian public has the Arab world. Long ridiculed
by Gulf states,
done their part
The only thing
Egyptians are
in
bringing
no longer the
down this iconthat was certain
dormant crowd
ic symbol, but
in Egyptian life
they were often
it is now the
was that the con,
described to be.
job of the oppoEgypt
is
sition,
civil
nected would
now,
once
society organisurely lead luxuri,
again, an inspi·
zations and all
ration and a
political
figously lives while
leader for many
ures to ensure
those who were
in the region
that the sacrithat long for
fices of the
not were left to
freedom. This
ordinary peofend for them,
was the Egypt
ple were not
selves in an envi,
that many of
made in vain.
my
Egyptian
Now the govronment where
friends
erning of Egypt
resources were
dreamed about
begins.
in our endless
Those who
scarce.
conversations
take on the
task of governing should forev· in shisha cafes all over the
er hold the memories of the country. From upper-middle
young Egyptians who gave class to the working class, they
were ashamed of how unin·
their lives for a better Egypt.
Many things are still spired their society had
uncertain in Egypt. What will become. "We built the pyra·
become of the supposedly tem· mids for god's sake!" my
'porary military rule of Egypt? Egyptian roommate used to
How
devastated is
the say in frustration.
"We were once the center of
Egyptian economy after weeks
of inactivity and outright the world's knowledge," he
destruction? When will elec· would say, referring to the
of
Al
Azhar
tions be held? Who will be the founding
candidates? How will they University, the world's first
rebuild Egypt? · What will university. "And today, every
become of this youth move· young person wants to leave
ment that was largely organ- Egypt in search of opportunity
in the Gulf." When I called my
ized using social networking?
These are all questions roommate to congratulate him
that I am sure many about their victory, there was
Egyptians are asking them· a different tone in his voice - a
selves. However, I am sure this feeling of pride in his people
uncertainty is far better than and in what they accom·
the reality that many young plished. I told him that the
Egyptians faced before the world is amazed that in just 18
revolution began. The only days ordinary Egyptians were
thing that was certain in able to change the course of
Ma brook
Ya
Egyptian life was that the con· history.
Masriyine!
nected would surely lead luxu·

continued from page 2

Photo courtesy of th e Boise Weekly

Men in Tahrir Square hold Egyptian fl ags on Jan. 30, 201 1 in Cairo , Egypt

Top 10 Trinity Oxymorons
IAN BROOKS '11
OPINIONS EDITOR

10) Memorable Nights
9) Student Activism
8) Athletic Facility
7) Community Relationship
6) Sober Fun
5) Campus Safety
4) Frat Star
3) High-speed Internet
2) Trinity Dating Scene
1) Study Abroad

Top 10 Worst Ideas of All Time
10) Nuclear Weapons
9) Hot Pockets
8) Breathalyzers (Official Use)
7) Celebreality TV
6) Croes
5) Taco Bell
4) World of Warcraft
3) Bottled Water from Overseas
2) Drunk Texting
1) Condoms

Top 10 Best Ideas of all Time
10) Spring Weekend
9) Space Shuttles
8) Breathalyzers (Recreational Use)
7) Boat Shoes
6) Marshmallows
5) Democracy
4) Heart Transplants
3) Razor Scooters
2) The Civil Rights Movement
1) Condoms

NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

Ogden Poet to Give Reading at Trin
poet.
Longenbach is the author
of four books of poems, including Draft of a Letter, Fleet
River, and Threshold, which
are all published in the
Phoenix Poets series of the
University of Chicago Press.
W.W. Norton publish ed his
fourth and most r ecent book,
entitled Th e Iron Key. As an
acclaimed poet , Longenb ach
h as a ppeared in many magazines includin g Th e N e w
R epublic, Th e N ew York er,
Th e N ation, Th e Threepenny
R eview, Th e Yale R eview and
The Paris R eview.
H e also freq u ently critiques contemporary poets,
and his critiques h ave been
featured in Th e Nation , Th e
L os An gel es Tim es, Th e
Boston R eview and Th e New
York Tim es B ook R eview.
Lon genbach h as al so pub lished five books of literary
criticism, including Th e Art of
th e Poetic Line, published by
Graywolf.
Longenbach is currently
t h e Joseph H.
Gilmore
Professor of English at the
University of Rochester. He

KARISA CERNERA '14
STAFF WRITER

Poet James Longenbach,
'81, will be giving a public
reading this Wednesday as
part of Trinity College's Allan
K. Smith r eading series.
Longenbach will also be honored as the 2010- 2011 Ogden
Poetry prizewinner.
The Ogden Prize was cr eated in 2007 after the passing of
Hugh
Ogden
in
2006 .
P rofessor Ogden joined t h e
English department at Trinity
in 1967, and was th e a ut hor of
seven books and nearly 500
poems. While at Trinity,
Professor Ogden also cofounded the Creative Writing
Program.
The Ogden Poetry Prize,
which was establish ed by family, friends , colleagues a n d former stu dents of Ogden, is
given annually in the form of
an endowment to a Trinity
alumnus/a wh o h as shown and
demonstrated excellence in
the art of poetry. Nominations
for the Ogden Poetry Prize are
chosen annually, and t h e
recipient must be a published

was previously the BainSwigget Professor of Poetry at
Princeton University, and he
has also taught at Oxford
University. Longenbach frequently teaches in the Warren
Wilson MFA Program for
Writers a nd at the Brea d Loaf
Writer s' Conference.
The re ading will occur at
the Wean Terrace Rooms on
the second floo r of Math er
H all. A reception a nd book
signin g will follow. For more
details contact Mar garet
Grasso
in
the
English
Department.

DARTFORD
POLit:E UPDATE
February 6:
Ross Stone, a 27-year-old Hartford resident,
was arrested at 3:30 a.m. on Sunday, Feb.
13. He was charged with robbing a Simsbury
gas station late on Saturday, Feb. 12.
Simsbury police alerted the Hartford Police
Department, and officers conducted their
own investigation before surrounding
Stone's house and taking him into custody.

February 4:

COURTESY OF WWWTRJNCOLL.EDU

A fire at 483 Albany Ave. on Saturday, Feb.
12, left an unidentified man dead and the
incident is now being considered arson. The
unidentified man, known by the building's
superintendent as "Mr. Herman," was found
on a bed in his third-floor apartment.

Longenbach is receiving the Ogden Poetry Prize

The Gavel: SGA This Week

Want to
Contribute to
the Tripod?
('{

IJf'

"

This Week the SGA has ...
... elected their new members:
Senator at Large
Mark LaVoie

Interested in
Writing lor

Class of 2012 Senator
Lindsay Hyman

'11

Otis Holloway '12

Daniel Pelo

Miecha Ashley '12
Class of 2011 Vice-President

Budget Committee

Peter Walters

Jennifer Zhang '11

News?

.•. approved several new clubs:

Contact Greg Leitao at

Shodo Club
Beat-box Club
Spanish Club
Weightlifting Club
Rock-climbing Club
Bike Club
Trinity College Rally Committee
BBQ Club

gregory.leitao@trincoll.edu
or Alyssa Rosenthal at
alyssa.rosenthal@trineoll.edu
lormore
inlormation!

Also, check out the Trinity College Student Government Association on
Facebook!
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Trinity College Mock Trial Team Continues To Be Victorious
continued from page 1

Chou '14.
After receiving their first
bid to the championship round
last year, members this year
had high hopes that they could
continue to improve and win
more competitions. They have
participated in more invitational tournaments this season
than ever before, bringing additional attention to the Trinity
Mock Trial name on the national circuit.
Multiple individuals on the
team have received recognition
and awards throughout the
competitions. Geisler won an
Outstanding Witness Award at
the
University
of
Massachusetts tournament,
and
at
the
Fordham
Invitational Sullivan won an
Outstanding Witness Award as
a first-year Mock Trial member.
Green also won an Outstanding
Attorney Award at the tournament. The team finished the
Fordham Invitational 7-1, an
enormous improvement after
losing all the trials in the tour
nament last season.
Twenty-six teams competed
in this month's regional tournament, and the Trinity team
used the competition to judge
its progress since last year's vie·
tories.
Entering the final trial of
the
regional
tournament,

i

Trinity needed to get winning
marks from both judges in
order to receive a bid to the
next round.
"Going into the last trial, I
knew it was either going to be a
great victory or my last trial as
a member of the Trinity Mock
Trial team," said Green, "and I
knew either way we were going
to fight until the end. Coming
out on top and moving on to the
national level of competition for
the second year in a row was a
great way to end my last
regional tournament."
By chance, Team A received
the second hardest schedule in
the tournament but still managed to win a trophy and a bid
to the next round, with Green,
Gruendel, and Geisler beating
Brandeis University on both
judges' scorecards . Green
received nearly perfect marks
for his closing argument, as did
Bartholomay for her work as a
witness.
"It's hard to explain the feeling when our name gets called
for the team award and they
tell us we have moved on to the
next round," said Green, "but
for all of the hours and hard
work we put into our case each
and every day, its no coinci·
dence we are winning this for
the second year in a row."
Green was not the only
team member who was pleased
with the way the season has

gone thus far.
"This is only the second year
we've made it to this next level
of competition, and it is extraordinarily validating both to see
hard work rewarded and prove
to ourselves that last year wasn't a fluke," said Ahlstrand.
Overall in the tournament,
Team A competed against
Boston University A, Boston
University
B,
Brandeis
University, and Dartmouth
University. Team B competed
against Stonehill College,
Brown
University,
Colby
College, and Wellesley College.
Out of all of the schools that
had been competing, the teams
moving onto the next round are
Harvard University, Boston
University,
Brandeis
University, Wellesley College,
Brown University, and Trinity.
Amid
another
season
marked with victories, those
graduating from the team have
high hopes for the future.
"When this program first
started, Mike and I had no idea
if it would even be competitive,
let alone something that could
survive once we were gone,"
said Green. "Now that we have
left our mark on the Mock Trial
community, I am confident that
not only will the Trinity Mock
Trial team survive for years to
come, but it will continue to be
a force at every tournament it
competes in."

Intercollegiate
Update
Harvard University

Boston College

History and Science concentrator
llya Chalik '11 died on Sunday in his
Harvard dorm room. The District
!Attorney's office is conducting an

Beginning
today
through
February 25, BC students will be

twalking from the Newton Campus to
the Chestnut Hill Campus in an
investigation into the event, but it is effort to raise awareness for the world
mown that no violence was involved. water crisis and fundraise for the
IA remembrance gathering was held Longa Secondary School in Tanzania.
Sunday night, where he was remem- lrhe students' goal is to raise $2,500,
bered for his generosity and kindness. of which they are already up to $855.

Bates College

Colby College

There were no students present at a
furum last Wednesday held to discuss
ideas for the redrafting of the College's
mission statement. Student representatives of the BCSG's Mission and
Purposes Subcommittee called this a
"disappointment," as they were hoping
to make the new mission statement
more representative of the student body.

Former Associate Professor of
Economics Philip H. Brown resigned
only five months after being awarded
tenure when he learned of the
College's intent to fire him. The
College's statement was very vague,
but cited "violation of student privacy" as the grounds for Brown's dis-

Bowdoin College

Amherst College

Bowdoin announced at the end
of the 2010 fiscal year that it is still on
track to reach its goal of becoming carbon neutral by 2020. The College's
Annual Greenhose Gas Emissions
Inventory update announced that the
College has reduced its emissions by
seven percent since 2008, demonstrating its commitment to sustainability.

missal.

Climatologist Michael Rollins
announced that Amherst received
more snow this past January than in
any month in the last 118 years. This
record-breaking 39.9 inches has made
it very difficult for students, faculty,
and staff, and at times the College has
been unable to deal with the challenges brought by the harsh weather.

COURTESY OF Leslie r\hlstrand '12
The Trinity Mock Trial team has once again gotten a bid co move on beyond the regional tournament.

CO URTESY OF Leslie r\hlstrand ' 12
Co-Presidents Michael Galligan '11 and Zachary Green '11 founded the Mock Trial team four yeats ago.

News In Brief- Illness Hits Playboy Mansion

Mexican Shootout Kills Seven

Health officials of Los Angeles
County are in the process of investigating dozens of reports of respiratory illnesses by people who attended a
fundraiser at the Playboy Mansion on
February 3. The event was a wrap party
after a weeklong DOMAINfest Global
conference, and within 24 hours of it
ending, numerous reports of symptoms
including fever, headaches, and respiratory problems began appearing.

Just
after
midnight
last
Saturday, Feb. 12, a street shootout
in Mexico City left seven people
dead, and one injured. The violence
was possibly between local drug
gangs, according to a state security
official, and an investigation is
underway. None of the deceased
have been claimed by family. A
shooting left eight dead in the same
area last month.

Lobbyist's Death Accidental

Spider-Man Show Faces Issues

On Jan. 10 37-year-old Ashley
Turton, a lobbyist for Progress
Energy, was found in the garage of
her Capitol Hill home inside her firedamaged SUV. The D.C. Medical
Examiner's office ruled the death an
accident this past Friday, Feb. 11,
saying that an autopsy revealed that
acute alcohol intoxication contributed
to her death.

The Broadway musical "SpiderMan: 'furn off the Dark" faced problems
this past week. The $65 million show
was booed by critics on February 7, and
on February 10, a technical malfunction left the stars of the show dangling
over the crowd for several minutes.
This Sunday, an official of the state
Department of Labor issued safety violation citations against the show.

Alcohol Becoming More Deadly

Entire Family Shares Birthday

The World Health Organization has
announced that alcohol now causes
nearly four percent of deaths worldwide,
more than AIDS, tuberculosis, or violence. As stated in the "Global Status
Report on Alcohol and Health", 2.5 million people die each year from alcohol
related causes, and it is the world's leading risk factor for death among males
aged 15-59.

In New Britain, a newborn miraculously shares her birthday with both
of her parents. Giulianni Alessandra
Torres was born at 3:3s p .m. on
February 10 in New Britain General
Hospital. This not only is the same
hospital her mother Giovanna Roman
was born in, but both she and the
newborn's father, Luis Torres, were
born on February 10 as well.

)
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Professors Rewarded for Their Efforts
tions, but they would not have
been possible without the help
with a Bachelor's Degree from and guidance of the entire
Northern State University in Trinity College community."
Raskin also began teaching
1990 and received his Ph.D in
Physical
at Trinity in
"The strength of our
Organic
1994. She gradu·
Chemistry at
ated
with
a
stu.dent body, fellow
Boston College
Bachelor 's
colleagues, and the
in 1994.
Degree
in
entire community
At Trinity,
Behavioral
all combine to lend
Biology
from
Mitzel has led
Johns Hopkins
Chemistry
needed support that
University
in
courses
and
allows for our
1984 and in 1990
has worked as
growth as faculty
a thesis advi·
she received her
members.
It is nice
Ph.D
m
sor. MiWtl is also
Neuropsychology
a member of the
to be recognized for
from the City
American
these promotions,
Chemistry
University
of
but they would not
Society and has
New
York
have been possible
Graduate
been published in
Center.
numerous
without the help
Chemistry jour
She then held
and guidance of the
clinical appoint·
nals.
entire Trinity
"I think I
ments at Mount
College communiSinai
Medical
may speak for
the
group
Center
from
ty."
1988-1991, and
when I say we
held an academ all feel quite
Thomas Mitzel ic appointment
lucky to be
members
of Associate Academic Dean m
the
the
Trinity
Department of
College com· and Associate Professor of Psychosocial
Chemistry Nursing at the
munity," said
Mitzel. "The
University
of
strength of our student body, Washington from 1991-1994.
fellow colleagues, and the
In 1997, Raskin was certientire community all combine fied
m
Clinical
to lend needed support that Neuropsychology
by
the
allows for our growth as facul- American
Board
of
ty members. It is nice to be Professional Psychology. In
recognized for these promo· 2000, Raskin published her
continued from page 1

book
"Neuropsychological
management
of
Mild
Traumatic Brain Injury."
While at Trinity, Raskin
has
taught
courses
in
Neuroscience and Psychology
as well as a First-year semi·
nar.
"I am grateful to work at
an institution that sup.p orts
faculty members in both our
teaching and our research
and I am honored to be
among this partcular group
of faculty, " Raskin said.
Woldu, a 1976 graduate
of Goucher College with a
Bachelor 's Degree in Music,
joined the Trinity communi·
ty in 1987.
In
1979
and
1983,
respectively, Woldu received
the M.Phil. and Ph .D.
degrees
from
Yale
University.
Woldu has published
articles and books on s ub jects ranging from "French
music and cult u re at the
turn of the century to
gangsta rap."
She also has taught
courses in hip hop , Elvis,
and musical theater.
Specializing in various
genres of music, Waldu won
the Arthur H. Hughes
Award for Achievement in
Teaching in 2004.
At Trinity, Woldu has
taught co ur ses in music,
American studies, and a
First-year Seminar.

Become a First-Year
Mentor

Help make an impact on
your comm nity
1. Meet n w peopl

2. Form close relationships with
faculty members
3. Engage with your academic
community

a rol mod Ifor ir ·\' r
students
S Develop life·long leadership kills

4.

Dania.Oeld@trtncoll.edu
Or ask a curr nt m ntor for an application

FEATURES
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Bistro Pub N91ght: Students Congregate lor an On.Campus Bar Soeae

-

The Food Dudes Dish about DISH in Downtown Hartford
EJ EWALD & EMILY WEBER '11
STAFF WRITERS

Imagine, if you will, being told
about one of the most incredible gourmet restaurants located right in
Hartford. Sounds like a dream, right?
Well this dream came true this week
when we searched the web to find the
perfect restaurant to treat ourselves
to
a
romantic,
self-indulgent
Valentine's Day meal and found On 20.
This dream turned into a nightmare
when our GPS took us in circles for 30
minutes , and we had to give up in
defeat. On 20 resides on the 20th floor
of a building we no longer believe
exists. Frustrated with our inability to
locate this El Dorado of restaurants ,
we stopped at DISH in a last-minute
effort to salvage our high hopes for a
good meal.
DISH, located downtown on Main
Street, had been on our list of places to
go for a while, and when our quest
took us right by DISH multiple times,
we saw it as a sign. You should be
forewarned , we went during lunch
instead of 1 dinner-time. This could
result in some discrepancies in our
description of the menu, but we
believe there is an overall judge of caliber of the chef, atmosphere, and service, which is consistent regardless of
time.
If you choose to dine at this estab-

lishment, we recommend that you ask
for a table in the front, and not the
back. The atmosphere and peoplewatching opportunities are much better in this area of the restaurant.
Ready for some comforting food after
our debacle of a day, we dove into the
menu. When our eyes rested on the
"Elvis bites" we knew what we had to
do. This course rivaled "The fatty"
burger at Max Burger. Consisting of
fried mac & cheese with ham and
onions and dipped in fondue, this
appetizer could easily cause a heart
attack. However, one would die in joy
because only pure happiness could be
used to describe these nibbles. Let it
be known that Weber, who likes neither mac & cheese nor fondue , went
gaga for these bites. However, we recommend it as a dish to be shared.
Next up we chose the highly recommended Benton's BLT and Blackened
fish tacos. The BLT consisted of an
exorbitant amount of thickly sliced
bacon on top of lettuce, tomato, mayonnaise, and Texas toast. Incredibly
salty, it was one of the best BLTs we've
ever had. The Blackened fish tacos
were also , but not equally, good.
Blackened Mahi Mahi with cabbage
slaw, hot sauce, salsa, and lime were
served with flour tortillas . Weber
could instantly tell the tortillas were
not homemade, and therefore was disappointed. It was tough to follow after

the delicious BLT and Elvis bites . EJ,
however, loved the thick robustness of
the mahi mahi, and appreciated the
innovative lemon-based dipping sauce
that accompanied the dish.
As always, we felt compelled to
have dessert. We ordered the creme
brule and a chocolate flourless cake
with banana ice cream and peanut
butter. Weber's unending quest to find
great creme brule was close to being
fulfilled with this dish (no pun intended) . While the hard caramelized sugar
on top was perfect, the actual custard

was too gooey, and not the right consistency. The chocolate flourless cake
was delicious as well, but a little disappointing despite containing chocolate and peanut butter (two of our
favorites) .
Overall, we highly recommend this
restaurant for either lunch or dinner.
The decor was nice, the food delicious,
and the service good. Hopefully, we
will be able to find this fabled restaurant eventually and give you a
description of their food. Until next
time, Bon Appetit!

--

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.CITY-DATA.COM

DISH serves up a mix of Ameri ca n fa re, hi tting the spot fo r those in search of classic comfo rt foods.
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Listening to Locals: Comfort Found in Hartford Neighborhood
JOHN DOWNES-ANGUS '11 &
GREG MONIZ '11
STAFF WlUTERS

PHOTO COURTESY OF:

eatcheapnow.com

Authentic Mexican food served at El Sarape

We know that Hartford is t ee ming
with multiple identities and nationalities, and on Monday we took advan-

tage of one of the best gifts of cultural
diversity - the food. And when we say
food, we mean Mexican food, and
when we say Mexican food, we mean
El Sarape.
Inside were bright orange walls,
cheery Mexican music, a pre-noon pair
of Coronas with lime, two delicious
burritos, and the warm, smiling face
of owner Maria Chavez.
Maria is a 40-year-old mother,
wife, and small business owner who
has been in the United States since
her father moved her family from
Monterrey, Mexico 21 years ago. Her
first job was at an Italian bakery in
Enfield, Conn. where she now lives.
When we arrived at noon, Maria
couldn't sit down with us because she
was busy making cakes. Her previous
job at the bakery provided her with
the skills to now make her own pastries and desserts in addition to her
mother's authentic Mexican recipes,
which we found out when we sat down

with her post-lunch at 3 p.m.
Maria wants El Sarape to work as
a point of entry into Frog Hollow, a
neighborhood often regarded as one
filled with crime and poverty. "This
neighborhood is not the best, but I feel
so happy when not just my people Spanish people - but American people
make the effort to come here, and they
know it's sometimes dangerous , but
they feel so comfortable here. As they
walk in, they feel secure," she said.
She understands the fear but sees
her food and the dining experience as
a kind of sacred escape from any concern or worry. "If they see from out·
side they're like 'ah! ' but once they're
here , one of the things I really love is
when they try the food and they leave
nothing on the plates. That's the best
part for me."
Maria, though very happy with her
job, did not always plan to be a restau·
rant owner. As a child, she dreamed of
being a lawyer, and went to law school

for two years while living in Mexico.
But this goal had to be put on hold
upon arriving in America.
Reflecting on the present and the
future , she said, "I'm happy to have
this, but I really wish I could finish
school. One of my things is to finish
college. And hopefully I can." With a
little bit of help , that step had
already began from "here .and there,"
Maria hopes to finish school and get a
degree in two to three years.
Maria pointed out a symbiotic rela ·
tionship between Trinity and El
Sarape. We benefit from her great
food, and she benefits from our busi·
ness. "When you [Trinity students] are
not here, I can tell. I'd really like to do
something to give attention to the stu·
dents, maybe specials or coupons, so
the kids can spend less money."
Visit Maria anytime at El Sarape
located at 931 Broad St. We recom·
mend sitting down, but if you want
takeout, call 860-547-1884.

Acclaimed New Year Baby to Debut at Trinity's Cinestudio
TAYLOR PERRY '14
CON1RIBUTING WRITER

Mystery meets history as Socheata
Poeuv's documentary New Year Baby
debuts at Trinity's Cinestudio on
Wednesday, Feb. 16, 2010 at 4:30 p.m.
detailing the story of her family
through Cambodia's Pol Pot period
from 1975 to 1979.
Associate Professor of History
Michael Lestz co·sponsors the event
and describes the horrors of the genocide that occurred in Cambodia in the
mid-seventies, "In the neighborhood of
1. 7 to 2 million Cambodians died during this period of time .. .out of a total
population of about 8 million ... a huge
proportion
of the
population."
According to BBC News online, the
Marxist regime of the Khmer Rouge,
led by Pol Pot, marched into the capi·
tal city of Phnom Penh on April 17,
1975. On a quest to impose their com·
munist philosophy on the Cambodian
people, the Khmer Rouge (KR) forced
the inhabitants of the capital city to
move to the countryside in order to set

up communal farms and create an
agrarian utopia. Lestz continues, "a
lot of these people had never lived in
the countryside, they weren't rural
people. In the years that followed, peo·
ple just started dying of hunger and
starvation." Hundreds of thousands
perished from exhaustion and disease
as the government continued to kill
and imprison those who were well·
educated. The KR remained in control
of Cambodia until 1979 when
Vietnamese troops invaded the border.
The Cambodian people were liberated
from their cruel leader, but they were
not liberated from the horrors of those
years.
Poeuv created this documentary of
her family's story through times of the
KR in order to spread awareness of the
atrocities that occurred in those years.
Poeuv's parents fled the genocide and
never fully detailed their harrowing
story to their daughter. New Year
Baby is the documentary that unravels the truth of her family's past. This
film is not only moving and touching,
it has a mysterious and interesting

Hurley's Lecture Gives Insight
to Origin of CT Dinosaurs
continued from page 1
on land through the analysis of pollen and
the tracking of the evolution of animals.
However, a lack of solid terrestrial evidence has prevented scientists from
determining exactly when the JurassicTriassic boundary occurred in terrestrial
strata - until now.
In approaching the problem of identi·
fying the Triassic-Jurassic boundary in
terrestrial strata, Hurley first looked at
dinosaur tracks in Dinosaur Park, located
in nearby Rocky Hill, Connecticut. She
then moved her research to the Moenave
Formation in Utah, which is home to a
large collection of dinosaur tracks and
rock formations. Here Hurley performed
research on four different sites by taking
paleomagnetic samples of the rock formations to analyze in the lab. Hurley found
that the combined magnetic record for all
four locations in Utah was mostly normal
with the exception of two geomagnetic
reversals (which are signilicant because
geomagnetic reversals can be used in the

dating of rocks).
Hurley compared the magnetic record
of the rocks she had analyzed in Utah to
similar records around the globe. She
found that the Triassic-Jurassic boundary
occurs above the dinosaur tracks found in
the southwest and northeast and that as
a result, the mass extinction that occurred
between the Triassic and Jurassic periods
was not necessary for the evolution of
dinosaurs. The implications of this find?
The evolution of dinosaurs occurred earlier than we previously thought.
That the mass extinction was not nee·
essary for the evolution of bigger and
more complex dinosaurs is a huge scientific discovery. Interestingly, this discovery
was instigated by Hurley's drive to find
the "missing puzzle piece"· a pursuit in
itself which was based on her hypothesis
sparked by the dinosaur tracks located in
Rocky Hill, Conn.
In light of the success of her research,
Linda Hurley now hopes to take her
research back to Utah to study how the
Moenave formation relates to it's neighboring rocks.

factor.
According
to
NewYearBaby.com, the documentary's
website, Poeuv discovered that her
mother lost her first husband and first
two children to the KR. However, the
person she believed to be her older
brother was in reality her half brother,
the son of her mother's first husband.
Her mother's sister died of disease
while working on the communal
farms. Poeuv learned that her two
older sisters are actually her cousins,
daughters of her mother's sister.
Poeuv did not become aware of her
parent's horrific story until after her
22nd birthday. As Professor Lestz
describes , "She was completely clue·
less about her own family because
these events were so traumatic that
her parents didn't talk about it with
their children." Poeuv sets out to display her family's story of the horrors of
the Pol Pot regime in Cambodia.
New Year Baby received countless
awards. It was the winner of Amnesty
International's "Movies That Matter"
award
and
the
International
Documentary
Film
Festival

Amsterdam's "Top Ten Audience Pick."
Poeuv has also founded the "Khmer
Legacies" foundation that inspires
young children to film testimonials of
their parent's stories during the genocide in Cambodia. Poeuv wishes to
spread awareness by encouraging survivors of these horrible events to
break their silence.
Trinity has a summer program that
explores Cambodia through the
Cambodia-in-Context in Phnom Penh
as part of the O'Neill Asia Cum Laude
Endowment. The program explores
Cambodian culture and history
through a three-week-long intensive
writing or a photography course. As
Professor Lestz says, "I think this is
something that most Trinity students
don't know very much about, it happened a long time ago ... however, it is
very much alive for those who went
through it." The showing of this
upcoming movie New Year Baby will
both spread awareness about the horrors of the history of Cambodia as well
as connect Trinity students with a new
foreign world.
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ARTS
The Trinity Tripod

"Jessica Ginsberg: Perfect Internal Disorder" Shows at the Mill
continued from page 1

against the stark white paper.
Several of them were large
pieces, withradial fans of
black and grey looping over
two square feet. These pieces
were a good place to begin my
conversation with the artist,
since they emerged as a reaction to printmaking and were
a catalyst for much of her
work. Ginsberg told me that
she had become increasingly
frustrated with printmaking
in school, with the repetitive
painting of the block, stamp-

ing into the paint and making
the same print on paper. In a
moment of frustration , she
dipped a paper towel in black
ink and threw it at a blank
sheet. In this moment of inhibition, Ginsberg opened up a
discovery into the concept of
the artist's lack of control. The
lines of the soaked paper towel
are visible in these paintings,
twisting and turning in ran dom patterns, unable to be
imitated or repeated, and a far
cry from printmaking. Often,
Ginsberg will cut a section of
t h ese drawings into postcard
sizes and trace lines descend-

Jessica G insberg's prints were displayed in her show, "Perfect Internal Disorder."

ing from the hump of a shell to
the corners of the page. A few
of these smaller works had a
subtle, milky blue wash, the
only color in Ginsberg's work,
almost sky-like against the
mountainous curls.
While Ginsberg exercises a
wild and relinquished form of
artwork in throwing inksoaked paper towels at a
blank canvas, she strikes a
balance by contrasting this
work with precise and intricate pieces as well. Nestled in
the voluminous paintings in
the first gallery room, a series
of four tiny black squares covered with dots caught my eye.
When I asked Ginsberg about
these pieces, she told me they
were replicas of nighttime
cityscapes as seen from an airplane window. "I hate to fly, "
she laughed, "So I had to do
something to make it better."
She took a photograph of
Omaha, NE from the window,
and recreated the image using
tiny dots of blue and yellow
against a black backdrop. "I
also like how something that
looks so much like stars can be
seen on the earth," she continued. Ginsberg finds her inspiration in the natural world,
musing on stars and constellations , geometric rocks and
crystals, feathers and leaves.
After chatting with Ginsberg
about her artwork, it was easy
to see how she drew on organ -

Safran Foer' s Novel is Soon to be Film
MOLLY SHAW '11
COPY EDITOR

"Nothing is beautiful and
true ." These words seem to
capture perfectly the tone of
"Extremely
Loud
and
Incredibly Close," Jonathan
Safran Foer's second novel.
Published in 2005, the story
centers around Oskar Schell, a
9-year-old amateur inventor,
aspiring physicist, and jewelry
designer, who has found a key
left by his father after he was
killed on September 11th.
Oskar's narration balances the
intellect of an adult with the
attention span of the child to
create a unique narrative
brimming with witticisms and
eccentricities. His search for
the k ey's matching lock is
spliced with an account of his
paternal gra ndparents' transition to New York after the
bombing of Dresden in World
War II. These two stories are
woven t ogether skillfully and
with surprising poignancy.
Oska r 's hunt begins two
years after his fat h er 's death,
when h e accidentally breaks a
vase he discovers in h is
fat h er's closet . Amon g t h e
sh ards of broken glass he finds
a n envelope with t he n ame
Black written on the front inside of wh ich is the key.
After briefly considering try-

ing the key in every lock in
New York, he decides to work
through the list of Blacks listed in the yellow pages to see if
they can help him unlock the
secret of the key. This am alga mation of characters ranges
from
the
self-proclaimed
world's 487th richest person to
a middle-aged Irish woman
who has not left the Empire
State Building for 20 years. As
Oskar works his way through
the list , the search ultimately
becomes less about finding the
answers than about maintaining a last fleeting connection
to his deceased father.
Oskar's
grandparents'
story begins as Thomas Schell
slowly loses the ability to
speak.
He eventually has
"yes" tattooed on his left hand
and "no" tattooed on his right,
and takes to scribbling his side
of conversations in the black
notebooks that come to litter
every corner of his apartment.
Some weeks later, he h appens
across the sist er of Anna, his
deceased first love from
Dres den , who eventually
becomes his wife. This subplot
of the book is n arrat ed altern a tely by Oskar 's grandfath er
a nd gran dmoth er in lett ers
t hey h ave written to Oskar's
father.
It is the last half of t h e
book in which Foer's percep-

tiveness and emotional range
really begin to shine through.
The slow build of the plot is
enhanced by his inventive narrative, allowing the two story
lines to intersect in their beauty and tragedy. Foer's depiction of Oskar as he listens to
the phone messages left by his
father just before his death, as
well as Oskar's grandfather's
experiences during the bombing of Dresden, highlight his
capacity to evoke the tragic
experiences of his characters.
Although a compelling and
unique story, Foer's book ultimately fails to offer any higher
clarity about the events surrounding 9/11 , and seems
almost to exploit the tragedy
of that fateful day.
The
film
rights
to
"Extremely
Loud
and
Incredibly Close" were purchased last year by Paramount
Pictures and Warner Brothers.
The film is set to begin production soon, with a release date
planned for 2012. Academy
Award winners Tom Hanks
and Sa ndra Bullock have both
sign ed ont o the pr oj ect.
Thomas Horn, 12, will st a r as
Oskar Schell.
J on ath a n Safran Foer is
also the a uthor of th e bestselling
"Everythin g
Is
Illumin ate d" (2002) a nd of
"Tree of Codes" (2010).
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McGarrah '14 sung at the Jessica Ginsberg's gallery opening at the Mill on Friday.

ic patterns that are outside
human control, but can appear
so deliberate in their consistency and geometric forms.
The final series of paintings that functioned as a
median between the inhibitive
and the precise were the dot
and line drawings , a sample
was featured on the posters
and flyers around campus .
The inspiration for these came
from Ginsberg's work in a
classroom. She facilitated an
exercise with four and five
year olds in which they used a
dropper to squeeze ink onto a
blank page
and
create
splotchy pictures. Ginsberg
took this concept one step further by using a quill to connect
the dots. After hearing that
these
drawings
emerged
through her work in a classroom, I was instantly remind-

ed of building towers from
marshmallows and toothpicks,
playing with tanagrams,
examining crystals, and learning about molecules. These
drawings captured the simplistic and austere geometry
that can result from random
spots and were a linchpin in
the balancing act of this exhibit.
Ginsberg, who grew up in
Western Massachusetts and
currently lives in Boston, is a
2009 graduate of the Visual
and Performing Arts school at
Syracuse University in New
York. She told me that she had
been a very creative child and
with the support of her family,
who appeared at the opening,
it is clear that she was able to
turn nascent creative impulses into a mature and perceptive reality.
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ART NEWS FROM THE WORLD AT LARGE
EMMA TUCKER '12

The Google Art Project was launched Feb. 1, 2011. It is an online compilation of high-resolution images of artwork from galleries all around
the world, ranging from works in London's Tate Gallery to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City and the Uffizi Galleries in
Florence.
Google had the goal of empowering people to discover and view more
than 1,000 unbelievable museums online, even if these people are unable
to travel and visit each museum. It showcases "Street View" technology by
allowing visitors to the site to virtually look around the museum's galleries and navigate interactive floor plans. The museum and three-dimensional works of art are navigable by using the onscreen arrows. Virtual
visitors can also jump to specific artworks from a list of the museum's
most renowned works, or explore specific parts of the museum by using
a hyperlinked floor plan. Each museum and room includes related
YouTube videos.
Seventeen galleries and museums were included in the launch of the
project. The 1,061 high-resolution images by 486 different artists are
shown in 385 virtual gallery rooms, with 6,000 "Street View"style
panoramas. Julian Raby, the director of the Freer Gallery of Art in
Washington, D.C., believes that rather than stopping a person from viewing artwork in galleries, the project will increase people's desire to view
the actual artwork.
The Met was one of the first museums that utilized this application.
Thomas Cambell, the director of the Met, says that wiring the huge
building for Wi-Fi is a daunting task.

The 53rd Annual Grammy Awards aired Sunday, Feb. 13, and the
night ended with many surprises. First and foremost, Montreal's indie
band Arcade Fire beat Eminem, Lady Gaga, Katy Perry and Lady
Antebellum to take home the prestigious Album of the Year award.
In a category aken last year by Taylor Swift, and in which four out of
the five 2011 nominees had number one songs this year, the win is a
testament to "The Suburbs" (Arcade Fire's third studio album). Other
mainstream pop artists were disappointed Sunday - namely Justin
Bieber. 26-year old jazz singer Esperanza Rising from Portland, OR won
~he Bes! New Artist award, ,beating 01!,t Bieber as well as Drake
and Florence + the Machine.
More surprises: though Eminem was nominated for ten awards this
year, he went home with only two. Leaving only with wins for Best Rap
Solo Performance for "Not Afraid" and Best Rap Album for "Recovery,"
Eminem has yet to win Album of the Year at a Grammy Awards, for
which he has been nominated three times.
Lady Antebellum joins Taylor Swift in the category of country
crossover, winning Record of the Year and Song of the Year for "Need
You Now" which spent five weeks at Number 1 in late 2009.

CASABLANCA
Tuesday, February 15, 7:30
NEW \'EAR BAB\'
Wednesday, February 16, 4:30
SOMEWHERE
Wednesday, February 16, 7:30
Thursday, February 17, 7:30
Friday, February 18, 7:30
Saturday, February 19, 2:30 & 7:30
IFC MIDNIGHT- IN THEIR SLEEP
Friday, February 18, 9:40
Saturday, February 19, 9:40
NIGHT CATCHES US
Sunday, February 20, 2:30 & 7:30
Monday, February 21, 7:30

ART TICKLE: A SPOTLIGHT ON ARTISTS WE LOVE

WALTER PATER
As an undergraduate at Oxford University, Walter Pater
was the kind of guy you would find in the library at 3 a.m.
reading essays by obscure philosophers. The son of a physi·
cian, Pater showed great promise from an early age. After
reading John Ruskin's "Modern Painters" in school, Pater
became fascinated with the study of art, and the creation and
appreciation of beauty. He remained at Oxford to teach Philosophy and Classics,
influencing a countless number of Aestheticists and early Modernists.
Pater traveled around Europe in the following years, writing essays on da Vinci
Botticelli, and Michelangelo. Perhaps his most famous essay is "The School of
Giorgione," in which he writes that "all art constantly aspires towards the conditio
of music." That is to say, the goal of art is to unify matter and form. Music is the
only art form that can accomplish this because in it subject and form are one.
The influence of Pater's ''The Renaissance: Studies in Art and Poetry'' has res·
onated for generations. In this, his most influential and controversial work, Pater
argues for a relativist response to life, ideas and art. He was much interested in
how art affects the viewer. He made that case that in order to see an object as it
really is, one has to do away with their own personal impressions and realize the
piece distinctly. When you view a painting, for example, you body is flooded with
sorts of different sensations. However, if you reflect on the piece long enough, you
will begin to categorize it in a grouping of impressions: color, odor, texture and so
on. Pater would say that our mere consciousness of a piece of art "burns and extin·
guishes" the art, contracting our observation "into the narrow chamber of the indi·
vidual mind."
In the conclusion of his essay, which was later removed for fear that it might
corrupt the youth, Pater emphasizes art for art's sake. It is an old idea, but in
response to the Victorian moralism of the time, many people were offended by its
decadence. Pater concluded that the only "true" form of art is one which is totally
removed from any moral or didactic function. For him, art did not need moral justification, and was supposed to be racy or experimental every once in a while.
· Matt Mainuli '13

The Naked and Famous Get
Aggressive on New Album
MATT MAINULI '13
ARTS EDITOR

Sometimes you have to go halfway
around the world to find a band worth lis·
tening to. As I sat at my laptop in my
usual state of frustration on Friday after
noon, I came across a band called The
Naked and Famous. They had just chart·
ed in the College Music Journal Top 10,
and with a name like that, I had to give
them a listen. I turned up the volume on
my huge Hewlett·Packard and sampled
the song "All of This." My ears perked up.
Even my roommates, who were doing
naked wall·sits at the time, shouted from
down the hall, "Hey, that sounds good!"
This new discovery sounded to me like a
mix of The Pains of Being Pure at Heart
and MGMT. The beautiful mixed gender
vocal dynamic of Alisa Xayalith and
Thom Powers was refreshing. A heavy
mix of live and synth drumming exploded
out of the speakers. I had to check them
out.
The Naked and Famous are an
excitable group of guys and gals out of
New Zealand. Their first studio release,
"Passive Me, Aggressive You" has finally
landed on American shores. Five well·
dressed young Kiwis make up this juggernaut of metal, pop, and dance music.
Each of their songs is well·written
enough to be performed acoustically, but
that's obviously not what they had in
mind for this album.
They have that largerthan·life sound
that can make you feel like your head is
floating above your body. The Naked and
Famous stay heavy on the synths
throughout the album, but they never
give you that tinny overproduced sound
that has ruined music for almost a decade
now. After watching their live perform·
ances (which you should always do when
critiquing a band) I realized that they
were a serious group. Their songs made
sense with a classic rock·band setup:
drums, bass, piano/synth, guitar and
vocals. That is a rarity these days. Most
bands with a highly produced sound are

merely making up for the fact that they
cannot write a structurally sound song.
With The Naked and Famous, this is definitely not the case.
"All Of This" is a moody, gasping thrill
of a song. Powers and Xayalith mix and
match vocal lines with ease, utilizing the
power of a male vocal and the grace of a
woman's voice. "I can't begin to explain/
how we disassemble the parts and
frame," they sing. The song remains
danceable despite the soul-searching
lyrics of two quarreling lovers who force
their friends to pick sides, a choice which
tears them apart from everyone they
know. The album title is also in the lyrics.
"Passive me, aggressive you" slides into a
sprinting verse during the middle of the
break·up scene in which the song takes
place.
Two songs on this album are absolute
explosions of sound. "Young Blood" slams
a ricocheting drum beat and a starburst
sweet chorus into your eardrums. The
subject of the song is a girl who is in·
between lovers. She's confused and count·
ing her flaws, hoping to "fall back in love
eventually." The male response arrives
with the bridge, where Powers begs for
forgiveness . It ends hopefully, as both
sides of the story get to sing their way
through the final chorus.
"Punching In A Dream" is built
around a watery synth theme. Shivering
electronic hand claps give the song a
nightmarish quality. Xayalith climbs up
in range for the chorus shouting "Wait! I
don't ever want to be here." In the narra·
tive of the song, things go from bad to
worse in the mind of a lonely girl at a
party. Leaden electric guitar and thunderous drums overload the low end, send·
ing the vocals into a frantic timbre. It is
mindlessly memorable and will catch you
off-guard with plenty of well·timed vocal
lifts. The shifty live drums will have your
head bouncing up, down, and side to side.
Passive you, Aggressive Me is a highly
combustible album and should be kept away
from heat at all times. It will raise your spir
its as well as the volume of your speake rs .
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The News in Brief
Now With Twice the Facts; Half the Saturated Fat!
REP. JOHN BOEHNER'S LAST
NAME ACTUALLY NOT PRONOUNCED "BONER?!" Shocking
news out of Washington this week, with a
recent announcement by the House
Speaker claiming that his last name is not,
in fact, pronounced "boner." House
Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi has
encouraged House Democrats to continue
to use the old pronunciation, however, in
order to, "see how long it takes to make
him cry again."
HUBRIS NAMED AS CAUSE OF
RECENT MASS BIRD DEATHS:
Scientists have finally concluded their
investigation of the recent reports of thousands of birds dropping dead out of the
sky, in places ranging from Italy to
Arkansas, and named "hubris" as the
cause. "Like the mythical Icarus, they
were undone by their own arrogance,"
said one scientist, further noting that,
"They thought they were SO smart with
their flying and their graduation-capwearing antics, but I guess they weren't
smart enough to see this coming, were
they? HAH ! Suck it, birds! Science
rules!"
LADY GAGA'S NEW SINGLE
"BORN THIS WAY," FINALLY
ANSWERS QUESTION OF WHAT'S
UP WITH HER FACE: The questions of
millions of music fans worldwide such as
"Why does her grotesque clown face

frighten my children?" and "Why does she
look like she went to Owen WU.son's plastic
surgeon?" were finally answered with Lady
Gaga's recent announcement that her
newest single will be titled, "Born This
. .ind usw.ay. ""Hu h", commented one music
try insider. "So that's why she looks like a
transvestite Dee Snyder."
DR. STEPHEN HAWKING NOT
IMPRESSED WITH KING GEORGE
VI: After seeing the Oscar-nominated film
"The King's Speech," acclaimed English
theoretical physicist and cosmologist Dr.
Stephen Hawking remarked that he was
unimpressed. "Some twitchy royal stops
stuttering for long enough to make a coherent speech?" said Hawking, "Big f<><><>ing
deal. It's like, uh, excuse me? I wrote A Brief
HiAory of Time and discovered pretty much
everything there is to know about black
holes while being almost completely paralyzed by amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and
I'm supposed to be impressed by some
clown who had trouble enunciating? Pffffff.
Get real, man. Get real."
MUMMIES CONCERNED EGYPTIAN
PROTESTORS
ARE
STEALING
THEIR SPOTLIGHT: Egyptian mummy
spokesman King Tutankhamun released a
statement Thursday reminding everyone
that Egyptian mummies are still pretty awesome. "I know Mubarak's stepping down is
like a big historic victory for peaceful democratic rebellion and liberty or whatever,

Frosh's Enthusiasm Curbed
NATE NURMI '14
RECEN1LY CONVERTED LARRY DAVID ACOLYTE

After spending almost four months fully immersed in the Trinity environment,
I realized there are a few things I forgot about the outside world. Number one:
old people. As soon as I arrived home, wrinkles were more pronounced, walks
from parked cars to restaurants were intolerably slower, and yelling became an
essential part of successfully holding a conversation. My first week back, I was
excited to showcase my newly-found "freshman smugness" (i.e. the whole looking at the world from a whole new perspective kind of shit), to the delight of my
elders. I was crestfallen, however, when my enlightened wisdom fell upon deaf
ears. The incessant "huhs," "what's thats?" and "Oh, really now? Well we'll see
how you feel when you get a damn job of your owns!" were enough to make an
irritated "nevermind" my customary response. The young people weren't much
better. I'm not sure if they're just accustomed to the demands of the elderly, or
if it reflects their notion that Dane Cook is a godlike comedian, but they are as
loud and as obnoxious as a maternity ward operating next to my bedroom. If I
had a dollar for every time I heard a "that's what she said" joke, I'd almost have
enough to buy a textbook for this semester. Then, there's small talk. At first, the
prospect of seeing people you haven't seen since high school is exciting, as you
want to relay all of the wonderful and crazy experiences you've had in your first
semester at college. But when the opportunity arose, I found myself fearing
coming off as the boastful d-bag who thinks their college is God's gift to man,
and conversations were reduced to mere niceties and impasses. Shucks. Lastly
(and this should help to explain my recent Negative-Nancy-attitude-adjustment), I started watching Curb Your Enthusiasm.

but we're concerned that foreigners are forgetting about how great we are. We used to be
the first thing people thought about when they
thought about Egypt, but now . . . Listen, I
was buried in a golden sarcophagus at age
nine AND my tomb is cursed," the boy
pharaoh offered. "You seriously expect me to
play second fiddle to some protestors?"
CATHOLIC CHURCH APPROVES NEW
IPHONE APP: According to a Vatican
spokesman, the Catholic Church has officially
approved of "Confession: A Roman Catholic
App. 11 The iPhone application is designed to
keep track of various sins until the user's next
confession. In related news, Tripod Humour
Editor Meg doesrt't feel like she needs to make
a joke here in order to make this funny, but
just in case anyone really wants to hear some
zingers and/or be offended, here's a few possibilities:
(1.) Presumably, the "Grindr: NAMBLA
Edition" app is still only available in its beta
.
version
....?
(2.) The question as to whether users will be
able to email some of their sins to different,
faraway parishes and then pretend they never
happened, however, still remains to be seen.
(3.) Were you molested as a child by your
priest and was the incredibly traumatic and
painful ordeal covered up/ignored/denied by
church officials? Yeah, there's not an app for
that.
... And that, ladies and gentlemen, is this
week's "News in Brief." You're welcome
and/or I'm sorry.

r-------------..

I
DID YOU KNOW?
I
I ... that St. Valentine is the patron saint I
lot Jumbo Trons, because of all the dudesl
I who propose to their girlfriends at sport- I
I ing events? AND that historically, stadi- I
I ums have been considered aphrodisi- I
I acs, due to their many T-shirt canons I
I
and hot-dogs?
I

. _____________

.
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Young Wrestlers Contribute Mightily Men's Squash Team Beats
Ivy Rival Princeton Univ.
HARRY HAWKINGS '14
STAFF WRITER

Following the end of last season,
the Trinity College
wrestling team suffered two big
losses to their squad. For one,
senior standout Jake Gire '10
graduated, leaving a huge hole
for coach Stephen Makein, and
Kyle Lundberg '13 suffered a
shoulder injury earlier this year,
which required surgery to
repair.
The loss of these two competitors for the team was apparent early in the season, as the
Bantams stumbled out of the
gate with a disappointing result
in the Doug Parker Invitational
on November 20 in Springfield,
Mass., finishing 17 out of 18
teams.
After placing third in the Ted
Reese Invitational two weeks
later on December 4 at the
University of Southern Maine,
however, the team lost four
meets in a row.
But after finally recording
their first victory on January 23,
the Bantams have found success; they continued with a sixmeet winning streak, and are
building momentum as the end
of the season approaches.
Coach Makein could not be
more pleased with his team's
current run, and gives credit to
the First-year and sophomore
wrestlers who have stepped up
to fill voids in the Trinity lineup:

"Some of the young guys have
stepped up such as Petros
Hologitas '14, Danny Lofrese '13,
and Billy Youngblood '13, and
that has helped our season."
All three of those competitors
have at least 13 wins and fewer
than ten losses. In addition,
upperclassmen such as Greg
Vaughan '12 and Ben Speicher
'11 have chipped in to help lead
the
charge,
particularly
Speicher.
"Speicher also had a big part
to play in our victories because
we bumped him up a weight
class and he pulled off two tough
wins over larger opponents,"
said Makein.
Despite these individual
accomplishments,
Coach
Makein credits his team's recent
success to hard work and perseverance. "We are young, but we
have a bunch of hard workers

and we have been improving
steadily all season.
That's
important."
The Bantams finished the
season with a win against Rhode
Island College, 22-9, on Sunday,
Feb. 13. Their final record is 87, making this the first time
since 2003-2004 that the
wrestling team has finished
with a record above .500.
They are now turning their
attention to the postseason.
First up are the New England
Wresting Association (NEWA)
Championships on February 26
and 27, which will be hosted by
Trinity in the Ferris Athletic
Center on the wrestling mats.
The National Collegiate Athletic
Conference
(NCAA)
Championships will follow the
NEWAs on March 11 and 12.
Good luck to the Bantams as
they close out their year.

COURTESY OF www.athletics.trincoll.edu

The Trinity wrestling team found great success in the second half of their sea-

The Trinity Tripod
congratulates ...
Women's ice hockey team tri-captain, Kim
Weiss '11 on becoming the team's first
player to score more than 100 career
points. She scored both goals in Trinity's
win over Colby on Friday.
Cornerback Harry Melendez '11 on being
named to the Associated Press Little All
American Football Team and the American
Football Coaches Association (AFCA)
Division Ill All-American Football Team.

LYDIA KAY '13
SPORTS EDITOR

The Trinity College men's
squash team secured their
16th victory against the
Princeton University Tigers on
Sunday, Feb. 13. Prior to the
match, Coach Paul Assaiante
voiced concerns regarding the
match-up against Princeton,
ranked No. 3 nationally.
"I still believe that the most
dangerous team in the country
is Princeton as they are very
strong up top, which matches
poorly for us," said Assaiante,
when asked about the season
thus far.
Though
the
Bantams
defeated Princeton 6-3, it was
one of their closest matches so
far. As Assaiante predicted,
the Tigers' number one and
two seats beat Bantams
Vikram Malhotra '12 and tricaptain Parth Sharma '11 in
three and four games, respectively. The middle part of the
lineup, however, carried the
team to victory despite this
rough start by the one and two
seats.
There were no easy wins for
Trinity this match; Chris
Binnie '11 struggled to a fivegame win with a final score of
11·7, 11-8, 7-11, 6-11, and 11-4.
Both Andres Vargas '11 and

Antonio Diaz '12 had four
game victories. Juan Flores
'11, in the number nine seat,
beat his opponent 3-0.
Johan Detter '13 had a 3-1
victory to secure Trinity's fifth
win and propel them to their 63 victory.
This extends
Trinity's 240 game winning
streak and is Assaiante's 299th
win as head coach.
In their final regular season match, the Bantams will
face Brown University on
Wednesday, Feb. 16. Following
this match up, Trinity will
compete in the College Squash
Association (CSA) National
Championships at Harvard
University on February 25.
The CSA National Singles
Championships will take place
at Dartmouth College on
March 4.
The
Trinity
College
women's squash team also
defeated Princeton 8-1 at
Trinity's own George A.
Kellner Squash Center on
Sunday, which concludes their
regular season.
Next up for the women is
the
CSA
National
Championships at Princeton
as well as the Singles
Championships at Dartmouth
College, which will take place
on Friday, Feb. 18 and March
4, respectively.

Men's Basketball Team
Finishes Regular Season
continued from page 15

throw from co-captain Jared
Pimm '11 and two more from
Dean, pulled the Bantams
ahead. Adding to the lead,
Pimm, Dean, and Brian Ford
'11, combined, went 8-for-8
from the line in the final 30 seconds.
"Our senior leadership has
been fantastic and our guys are
working extremely hard day in
and day out," said Cosgrove in
light of Senior Day, "I am very
pleased with the effort of the
group as a whole."
The Bantams finished out
their regular season with two
conference losses, the first to
Williams College and the second, by a heartbreaking onepoint deficit, to Middlebury
College. But, Cosgrove and his

team remain optimistic, "We
clinched the fourth seed and a
home game for the playoffs
coming up which was one of our
main goals when the season
started."
The team is preparing for
the
upcoming
NESCAC
Championship Tournament. "I
anticipate all tough games as
the playoffs approach. We now
feel that we can play with anyone in the country and that if
we continue to work and grow
as a team we will be a very
tough team to play against
come
post-season,"
said
Cosgrove.
The first round of the tour
nament will be played on
Saturday, Feb. 19. Join the
Bantams at Trinity's Ray
Oosting Gymnasium at 3 p.m.
for the quarterfinal game.

Tight End Chris Hunt '11 on being chosen
for the D3Football.com All American Third
Team.
Tri-captain Center Matt Santora '11, tricaptain Safety Ben Sherry '11, Fullback
Michael Paladino '11, and Defensive End
Herman Brito '1 2 were selected for the
All-NESCAC First Team.
JENNIFER ROYALS

I PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR

Co<:aptain Jared Pimm '11 goes up for a lay-up in the Senior Day game against Tufts.
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Inside Sports:
Freshman led the
wrestling team to a
series of victories.
page 15
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Despite Many Ups and Downs, M. Bball Prepares for NESCACs
EMILY GITTLEMAN '11
SPORTS E DITOR

The Trinity College men's
basketball team returned to
campus in late December with
a renewed sense of determina tion, which became evident as
they won their first three
games of the new year. Under
the leadership of Coach James
Cosgrove in his first year here
at Trinity, the Bantams continued to fight through the month
of January, clawing their way
to a 13-11 regular season
record.
Cosgrove, a West Hartford
native, spent the last eight
years as head basketball coach
at Adelphi University in Long

Island, New York. He boasted
an impressive 166-77 record at
Adelphi with four appearances
at the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
Tournament. "What led me to
Trinity was the academic quality of the school, the athletic
reputation, and the ability to
compete on an extremely high
level as a basketball team,"
said Cosgrove. This season, he
has focused on instilling a
hard-working attitu de in his
team. "[. . .1 we want to be the
hardest working team around
and the toughest to play
against. Those are our main
goals," he added.
The Bantams finished with
an overall record well above

JENNIFER ROYALS I PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR
Brian Ford '1 1 attempts to shoot aga inst a Tufts defender. Trinity faces Tufts on Sat.

.500, but the second half of the
season has not been without its
trying moments. They began
2011 with a 5-4 record and blew
throu gh their first t hree opponents. However, their luck did
not last through the week, as
they fell to Worchester
Polytech nic Institute by a mere
eight points only days later.
They faced another close decision shortly thereafter against
New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
foe, Wesleyan University. The
lead shifted back and forth
between t he Bantams and the
Cardinals into the last five
minutes of play, wherein cocaptain Luke MacDougall '11
brought the Bantams back
from a four-point deficit to tie
the score at 55-55. With just
over two minutes remaining,
Wesleyan held Trinity at bay
and pulled ahead just as the
buzzer sounded.
Trinity finished out the
weekend
at
Connecticut
College, where an explosive
second half pushed the
Bantams ahead of the Camels,
for the 12th consecutive year.
Following
halftime,
the
Bantams led by, at most, 14
points, and blocked any Camel
attempts at a comeback, scoring 12 of the last 15 points of
the game.
Exactly a week later, they
faced the undefeated Amherst

'l'his Day In Sports:
February 15
1916 - NYYankees buy Frank "Home Run"
Baker from the Athletics for $37 ,500
1932 - US bobsled team member Eddie
Eagan becomes only athlete to win gold in
pofh SllULIIler & Winler Olympics (1920 boxing gold)
1936 - Sonja Henie, Norway, wins 3rd consecutive Olympic figure skating gold
1978 - Leon Spinks beats Muhammad Ali in
15 for heavyweight boxing title
1980 - WaYf1:.e Gretzky assists on NHL-recordtieing 7 goals
1980 - Eric Heiden skates Olympic record
500m in 38.03 seconds
1990 - Baseball owners lock out players
1998 - Dale Egg_eling wins Los Angeles
Women's GolrGhampionship -

JENNFIER ROYALS I PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR
Co-captain Luke MacDouga ll ' 11 led the team to a 13- J I regular season record.

Lord Jeffs. Ranked ninth in the
country, the Lord Jeffs led the
Bantams for much of the game,
with five of their players scoring in the double digits. That
said, strong playing from
MacDougall and First-year
Eric
Dean
helped
trim
Amherst's lead in the second
half.
On January 28, Trinity battled the Bowdoin College Polar
Bears into overtime. As the
game-ending buzzer sounded, a
Bowdoin shot deflected off the
front of the rim, leaving the
game tied at 74-74. But, in the
five minutes of overtime play,
the Polar Bears slipped three
past the Bantams, handing
Trinity its second consecutive

conference loss.
Despite the set back, the
Trinity men stayed optimistic,
crushing Colby College by an
impressive score of 72-40 the
following day. The Bantams
carried the momentum into
February. They took back-toback games from Bates College
and Tufts University on
February 4 and February 5,
respectively. Before Saturday's
game, the team honored its
seniors and Cosgrove started
all five of the seniors. The
Bantams allowed the Jumbos
an early lead. It was not until
the second half that a free

see MEN'S on page 15
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